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 Henrik A-32 is now a key bearer 

 

 The canoe club has been allocated 

money for purchase of new kayaks 

and locks 

 

 The Residents’ council is looking into 

whether or not the internet group 

can sanction individuals by with-

drawing their internet or TV-

package, given that they are behind 

on payments or are receiving com-

plaints.  

 

 Whether KAB can charge pay-

ments to the kitchen coffers 

through rent, is also being 

looked into. 

 

 whether  8 TV channels can be con-

verted to digital, and whether a box 

is needed for those unable to receive 

digital TV. 

Residents’ council news 

Residents’ council meeting 

Wednesday, June 3rd at 19.00 in the GH-basement 

 

See page 3 

 

See page 4 

 

See page 8 ST on fire! 

Tuesday, May 12th, a night that must not happen. A fire started at ST, a catastrophe that we 

have been lucky to avoid so far. 

Fire is, and will be a catastrophe to those affected by it. Everyone 

involved in the fire on May 12th were unharmed , but considering 

how quickly the fire had spread, and the time of day, it is obvious 

that it could have ended a lot worse! The fire has, of course, im-

pacted ST the most, especially its  occupants, but the residents of 

ST-odd in particular, who will have to wait a  lot longer before 

they will be able to move back. Meanwhile, portable cabins have 

been made available to some, while the rest are living temporarily 

around Lyngby. A fire such as the one we’ve encountered,  tends 

to raise some questions, like 

should we do fire rehearsal once a 

year? What is the correct proce-

dure to follow in case of fire? What 

can I do to protect myself? Are the 

fire alarms functioning as they 

should? 

We will  be bringing more news on  

the fire on the last pages of this issue. 

Politicians at Nybrogård Se 

         see Page 3 

The KælderCafé wants to 

renovate!        See page 4 

Bike cleanup review                 

         See page 3 
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 The Personal Page 

Page 2 

The Board Administration Clubs 

Jakob, S06 (chairman) Treasurer Canoe club Music practice room 

Rasmus, S21(deputy-chairman) Alexander Bagge, G04 Michael, K43 Sandra D10 

Ea, D63 (alternate) Alexander.bagge@gmail.com     

    Art club Gardening club 

The Residents’ Council Secretary Helene, D09 Miia, H06 

Chairman:  Thomas, E23 Nadia Frederiksen Oumaza, G04     

AB-odd:       Ann-Sofie, B49 sekretaer.nybrogaard@gmail.com Role playing games Brewers club 

          (alt.) Andreas, A35   Mikkel, R61 Søren, H05 

AB-even:      Accountants     

    Bee Club Exercise room 

CD-odd:      Ea, D63  NybroTidende Ida, C18 Alexander G04 

  Jakob Jensen, S06 Ask, M47  

CD-lige:       Adrian, C24 Emma Broberg, S24     

                      Patrick Aagaard, M63 Bicycle workshop Cinema club 

EF-ulige:      Thomas, E23 tidende@nybro.dk Kristoffer, L10 Antonio S28 

       

EF-even:       Nybro Cake festival FC Nybro 

  Secretariat/subletting Ann-Louise, P27 Claes Scherwin, O52 

GH-odd:      Office hours: Monday 19:00-20:00     

  and Thursday 20:00-21:00 in the   FC Nybro Chicks 

GH-even:   Camilla, H54 GH-basement.   Malea Madsen, S06  

  Phone: 21 48 54 55     

JK-odd:      Mikkel, J21   Service 

          (alt.) Jakob, K55  Complaints committee Key bearers Table tennis/hockey 

JK-even:    Johannes, K46 Office hours: Tuesday  Troels CD-basement 

          (alt.) Alexander, J36 19:30-20:00 in the GH-basement. Phone: 50 44 10 90   

LM-odd:    Rene, M43 E-mail: klage@nybro.dk Alexander Bicycle workshop 

                   Phone: 21 48 54 55 Phone: 20 61 48 46 LM-basement 

LM-even:  Peter, L36   Henrik   

  Network office Phone: **  Folding chairs 

NO-odd:    Mathilde, O57 Office hours: Monday 20:00-21:00 The price for Atle, S03 

  in the GH-basement. key service is:   

NO-even:  Claes, O52 E-mail: admin@nybro.dk 9:00-21:00: DKK 50 Trailer 

  Phone: 21 48 54 55 21:00-9:00: DKK 100 Lars Kaj (insp.) 

PR-odd:    Ann-Louise, P27    

  TV/Antenna  Draught beer system 

PR-even:    Jakob, S06    

  antennegruppen@nybro.dk  

ST-odd:     Sofie, S35  KælderCaféen 

         (alt.) Marie, T59  Environmental Group Opening hours: Fridays 20:00-03:00  

ST-even:   Kasper, T61 Troels, O07 One Saturday each month 20:00-05:00 

 miljo@nybro.dk (announced seperately). 

Apartments: 
  Chairman: Jakob Rahr Bork Jensen, S06  

  Deputy chairman: Jacob Riis, G02  

C, D and G: Kasper, C02   Treasurer: Henrik Stigsberg Pedersen, A32  

    Secretary: Chelina Kristensen, G02 

H and L:      Søren, H05   Residents’ Council Rep.: Ea Nielsen, D63  

  Alternate: Anine Wesseltoft Hansen, C02 

M, O and S: Troels, O07       

        

  Local facilities 

NOTE! Inspector  Laundromat   

Items for the agenda must be 

sent to the secretary at least 

ten days before the next 

meeting at www.nybro.dk > 

Switch to English > For 

Residents > Resident Council > 

”Add item to the agenda”.  

Lars Kaj Opening hours: 8:00-19:00 

varmemester@nybro.dk     

Phone: 45 87 04 73 Convenience store and Pizzeria 

Office hours  Phone: 51 14 12 19   

Monday: 16:00-18:00  Weekdays: 15:00-21:00 

Tuesday-Friday: 07:30-09:00 Sat-Sun: 13:00-21:00 

First weekday of month: 17:00-18:00 May-August: open until 22:00 every day. 
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Sunday, May 10th, was the day of the yearly 

clean-up. In case someone has any doubts, 

this was very much needed. It had actually 

been two years since the last clean-up, 

which in and of itself is a big concern. 

At 10am, Sunday morning, 10 residents had 

gathered outside Lars Kaj’s office. Together 

with the blue men, John, the first thing on 

the agenda was to gather the bikes without 

zip ties, and then gather garbage. Compared 

to last time, 20 residents is actually a  great 

turnout—fantastic!. 

A total of 200 bikes were collected, which 

would be one for every three residents. The 

many removed bikes really opened up some 

areas of the dorm, though many were still 

packed with bikes. Eight residents started, 

halfway through, to collect the garbage, 

which in turn resulting in eight full garbage 

bags.  

On behalf of the residents’ council, I’d like to 

give a big thank you to the people who 

helped! 

Bike cleanup        Bringing back the antique  

Page 3 

Whit Monday, May 25th, Dinnerclub had 

been arranged at JK-odd by the politicians 

Jeppe Bruus (Socialdemokraterne) and 

Jakob Engell-Schmidt (Venstre). The menu 

consisted of  the famous dish; pasta meat 

sauce, which was quite successfully pre-

pared by the two politicians.  About 13 resi-

dents, most from JK, and a few from other 

halls, had found their way to the free event. 

 There was plenty of time, before and during 

the event, to discuss politics and working as 

a politician in general where people could 

test the prejudice associated with being a 

full time politician on a national level. 

Jeppe Bruus is the representative for re-

search and higher education, while Jakob 

Engell-Schmidt is the representative for  

entrepreneurs and innovation, and it was 

these subjects that conversation  started at.  

Naturally, one of the first things that was 

discussed was the fremdrift reform, which 

included a lot of criticism, a lot of it coming 

from DTU students who thinks that the re-

form isn’t  intended for a university like 

DTU.  There was, however, agreement about 

elements having been added to the reform, 

that are positive, e.g. that you can work full 

time in between your undergraduate and 

your master’s degree and continue on the 

same terms as students who have gone di-

rectly from their undergrad to their mas-

ter’s degree. 

Later on, another conversation sparked 

about what can be done to encourage more 

people to start their own business, and how 

much more it should be taught at the uni-

versities to make people more aware of how 

easy it can be to become an entrepreneur.  

More political disagreements between the 

two politicians were to be had on the sub-

ject of assisted suicide and tax reductions vs 

investment in the public sector, and both 

politicians had the opportunity to discuss 

with each other and the residents. 

All in all, it had been a very successful even-

ing to those who had turned up, who had 

also become wiser about politics and the 

upcoming election, while having enjoyed a 

nice dinner. 

Jakob, K-55 

Politicians in charge of Dinnerclub 

Come join us Saturday, May 30th. We will 

be opening the doors at 9pm. There will be 

free glad pa  fad until 10pm. 

Come dressed like a mummy, or perhaps 

Caesar, or a pharaoh? The best costume 

will win a bottle of alcohol. The same price 

will be given to a random person who has 

tagged their friends on Facebook! 
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The Kældercafé’s renovation plan 
The Kældercafe  wants to renovate. This is 

why a request to having money allocated 

by the residents’ council, has been for-

warded to the upcoming meeting. While 

the details can be found in the attach-

ments for the meeting, we would still like 

to present you our vision and the request-

ed amount.  This is since we’re very aware 

that it’s a substantial amount. 

Budget 1: Strictly necessary! 

Total: DKK 96,799.25  

Thereof NYK: DKK 61,435.00  

Network account: DKK 35,364.25  

Budget 2: Now we can get a good bar! 

Total: DKK 103,914.25  

Thereof NYK: DKK 68,550.00 

Network account: DKK 35,364.25 

Budget 3: Now we can get a really cool bar! 

Total: DKK 110,952.25 

Thereof NYK: DKK 75,588.00 

Network account: DKK 35,364.25 

As you can see from the proposed budgets, 

were making use of the DKK 40.000 that the 

residents’ council has available every year 

from the network account. This is why 

we’ve put everything that is walls, ceilings 

and paint on this account instead of the NYK 

account. 

That being said, we do know that were ask-

ing for a lot of money from NYK. The reason 

that it’s so expensive to renovate is because 

it hasn’t been done in a long time. Last time 

the bar was renovated was in 2004. From 

that point on, it has been patchwork here 

and there. Of the money were asking for 

from NYK in budget 1, 49% is for a new 

washing machine and a surveillance system. 

Expensive but more than necessary! Our 

current washing machine can’t use soap, 

and a surveillance system is necessary, for 

both costumers as well as the bartenders.  

Now that that is out of the way, we’re ready 

to look at the renovation and the visions we 

have. 

More light and warmth 

Some of what has been the most requested 

from the residents we’ve asked has been 

more light. They would also like to see 

warm colours and a lively decor. We can’t 

escape the fact that the bar is placed in a 

basement, and that the budget is limited. 

We do however, want to focus on the col-

ours. The new bar will have different and 

stronger colours than the mostly grey col-

ours that we currently have. We want more 

lighting, specifically in the corridor, where 

we hope to create a more intimate setting. 

3 rooms with 3 moods 

In spite of the Kældercafe ’s modest size, we 

would still like to have different moods in 

the three rooms.  We want a party atmos-

phere in the bar room, including creative 

disco lighting and special flooring that has 

the function of marking the dance area 

while not being limited by a railing or some-

thing similar. The walls should have silhou-

ettes and life! 

The pool room has been the favourite to 

many so far. This is why we don’t want to 

revolutionise the room, while still making 

some changes. On the wall facing the toilets, 

we want to put a bench, while covering the 

pipes in the corner. The walls are still cov-

ered with great paintings, but since the 

walls need painting, it’s unclear as to wheth-

er we can preserve them. If they are re-

moved, we will try and paint something in 

the same style. 

 We want to create a calm mood in the corri-

dor. Were thinking of having a drinking 

game area, while making the small area on 

the other side of the bar more cosy. Were 

thinking of having a soft sofa and a low table 

and some puff’s or something like it that can 

be places around the table.  

We want to replace the tables in this room 

with booths. These should be decorated 

with smaller drinking games like Ludo, 

There should also be hanging light bulbs to 

give a rustic ambience. The music should 

also be adjusted so that it is lower while still 

being in the background, making it easier to 

sit and have a conversation. 

By having three different rooms, were hop-

ing to make a bar that is open to all, includ-

ing those that aren’t into hardcore partying 

every weekend, but just wants a nice place 

to gather and have a beer or a drink to finish 

off  a week. 

More functionality, hygiene, and safety! 

The last focus lies on the bar itself. We want 

to improve the bar for costumers as well as 

for the bartenders. As mentioned, we are in 

need of a new surveillance system for eve-

ryone’s safety. We want to mount small 

lights on the staircase , making it easier not 

to fall when it’s dark outside.  

We want new counter tops, not only those 

facing the costumers but also those used by 

the bartenders. By doing this, we will no 

longer have a hole on the costumers’ side 

and removing the overlapping tops facing 

the bartenders. This will increase the hy-

giene in the bar. For this, a new washing 

machine plays a huge role. We also want 

more refrigerators not only in the bar but 

also In the storage. This would make it pos-

sible to expand our selection by including 

beverages like specialty beers or other 

kinds of alcohol. 

Were hoping that you will welcome our ide-

as. The improvements will never become a 

reality without the money from the resi-

dents’ council.  

Page 4 
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I-J 

Impotence: This means that you are unable to have intercourse. Even though women in a few rare cases can be impotent—unable to 

allow the penis to enter the vagina (see genitalia) — because of cramps in the muscles of the vaginal entrance, it’s an expression used 

primarily towards men. Most men have tried being impotent, and most are afraid of it be-

cause of the notion that a real man is always potent—which is nonsense. 

Infantilism: Being childlike. It can be physical with chubby fingers, a childlike form, and 

missing hair, even after puberty  

Infibulation: A operation, that prevents intercourse. 

Initiative/sexual: In our society, we’ve an accepted social norm, that it’s the man who 

takes the initiative; it’s the man who calls and invites over. Most men would be paralyzed if 

the girl took the initiative. If we look at the animal kingdom, then we see that this activity is 

more common among both sexes. Both parties are sexually active, sexually aggressive.  

Jealousy: Being unable to share the one you love with others. Children’s jealousy when 

their mom is talking to others can be especially tiresome.  

Virgin: Is what we call a woman who has not had a penis inside her vagina. 

Virgin birth: when conception occurs without a sperm cell, self fertilization. This happens 

in nature, but can also be recreated in the laboratory.  It is even possible for the fertilization 

of a rabbit’s egg by titillating the unfertilized egg. It will thereby get daughters, who only has 

the genes of the mother, which is interesting when discussing heritance and environment.  

Em S-24 

  

The savings have been spend on pro-

tein powder, you received no work 

hours on your job, but what about the 

house in the country with the elderly? 

But then you get the idea, as many oth-

ers, vacation at NybroIdyll!  

Semi - public right 

Your summer vacation does not need to be 

boring. We do not have Allemanretten in 

Denmark, like they do in Sweden, which 

permits setting up a tent wherever you 

want. But the Skov– and Naturstyrelsen is 

making a big effort to construct bonfire 

sites and shelters that you can use to spend 

the night for free. Luckily for us, many of 

these areas are in close proximity to the 

dormitory and can be reached by kayak, 

bike, or on foot. 

At Furesøen, you’ll find, other than Freder-

iksdal fribad, Kolle Kolle. Kolle Kolle 

campsite is one of the places where shelters 

have been constructed, here you can settle 

down for the night (These shelters may be 

reserved, it is therefor recommended that 

you check beforehand). 

Get planning 

Impulsive trips are a good alternative to the 

ones that are planned, but if you’d like to 

plan a longer trip here is some info and 

good ideas: 

Friluftsrådet has made a book called: 

Overnatning I det fri. It costs DKK 139.- and 

can be purchased online. It shows 1000 of 

these places, e.g. around Mølleåen. 

You can follow up on news and information 

regarding activities on the Facebook page 

“Overnatning I det fri”. 

Mølleåen, just outside our door, is about 36 

km in length, and starts at Bastrup lake, 

south of Lynge. From here it runs through 

three larger lakes: Farum lake, Lyngby lake, 

and ends at Strandmøllen in Øresund. 

There are plenty of guides and brochures 

that tell you how you can experience 

Mølleåen on land and on water. 

Denmark’s Naturfredningsforening has 

made a map of the route, that shows the 

trip on foot, bike, and in canoe/kayak: 

http://www.fredninger.dk/

dnressources/Turkort_Møllea _lyngby.pdf 

Mølleådalen 3 - Lyngby til øresund  is a 

brochure made by Copenhagen county. It 

describes a 11km route in canoe that 

takes you through some beautiful nature, 

and eight historical mill sites, descriped in 

the brochure. 

Denmark’s Naturfredningsforening, Skov– 

and Naturstyrelsen and DMI are great 

places for planning your trip 

Free vacation in nature 

Excerpt from KÆRLIGHEDENS ABZ  

9th edition, August 1965  

Printed in Danish in 40,160 copi-

es.  
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Residents’ council meeting  

May 5th 2015 

 Agenda: 

1. Moderator and language for the 
meeting 
Thomas, Danish. 
 

2. Voting members 
14 
 

3. Approval of minutes from last resi-
dents’ meeting 
Approved 
 

4. Approval of agenda 
Approved 
 

5. Economy 
Network account: DKK 232.647,67 

NYK account: DKK 171.204,11 
 

6. Announcements 
- Thomas: The financial report for 
the active party;  
ended up costing DKK 10.240.- 
 

7. Review of last board meeting or 
agenda. 
- Jakob and Rasmus: There has 
been talked about the budget for 
next year, there aren’t any major 
changes compared to last year. 
 
Price changes on TV-packages. It 
will be on the website when it takes 
effect. New prices:  
Standard package: DKK 106 
Expanded package: DKK 294 
 
KAB has had a big firm take a look 
at insurance related things in the 
dorm. Proposals have been made, 
of which the interesting ones will be 
discussed at the meeting 
It should be said that there has 
been bigger insurance related 
problems in the dorm. 
 
Kitchen coffers have also been 
looked  into since many aren’t pay-
ing the amounts required. Two pro-
posals have been made: 
Limit access to internet/network if 
they are 3-6 months behind on 
payments. 
KAB is offering to let the payments 
be included as rent. 
 
KAB forgot to charge a larger 
amount from the dorm administra-
tion, they had changed an agree-
ment that should be paid for, but 
they didn’t charge it retroactively 
 

8. Inward Correspondence 
 

(A) Purchase of new kayaks (O)(A) 
-V. Michael Ford Folkmann, K-43 
 
The two red kayaks are damaged, and 
sent  reparation, but are estimated to 
break no matter what. One suggestion is 
to restore and sell them, after which new 
and better kayaks can be bought. 
DKK 11.000 is requested to purchase 
other kayaks. 
The problem is that they (Malikkers), 
aren’t very sturdy and would need repairs 
at the end of the season. There is interest 
for new kayaks.  
 
Vote on purchase of new kayaks 
For:11, Abstained: 2, Against: 1 
 
The kayak club will be permitted to pur-
chase new kayaks. 
 
B) Nybrofestival financial review (A) 
-V. Jakob Jensen, S-06  
 
As far as I can see, there has not yet 
been delivered a final accounting for Ny-
brofestival. Can this really be true?  
The Kældercafé has delivered all that you 
should to deliver to Mikkel, but still need 
to get the money. It has been nine 
months, you should be able to collect the 
money since it has been so long.  
Thomas will try to contact him.  
 
The  KælderCafé Q1 financial status (O)  
-V. Henrik Pedersen, A-32  
Presentation of the financial status of The 
KælderCafé.  
 
Problems resulting from Metro having 
closed, so things are more expensive. 
However, during the next quarter it is as-
sumed to be in a surplus. You've got the 
AB catering to deliver the goods, so you 
will save some money. 
 
C) Increased sanctions available for 
violation of the residents regulations 
(A)(D) 
-V. Rasmus og Jakob 
 
The Complaints Board and the Board 
have requested for possibilities to sanc-
tion breaches of occupant regulations. 
Together, we explored the possibilities of 
KAB and in our internal rules and come 
up with a concrete proposal: 
An addendum to the contract for the Inter-
net connection, which must be: "The Net-
work Group reserves the right to terminate 
the agreement at the end of this month at 
the request of the Dormitory's Board." 
 
 

Moreover, an addition to the residents of 
Procedure that "the Dormitory Board can 
sanction / involve the use of the Dormitory 
network and internet and TV signal". 
 
The wording needs to be discussed and a 
vote on whether the proposal should pro-
ceed to the legal assessment and after-
wards, a vote at a residents' council meet-
ing.  
A time for contacting the Complaints 
Board has not been decided, but it will be 
decided later.  
It is a good idea, because there are peo-
ple who do not pay to the kitchen coffer 
and there are actually people who are in a 
very deficit. The plan is that this will also 
apply to other offenses.  
 
Vote on proceeding and to come back 
with something concrete:  
 
For: 10, Abstained: 3, Against: 1  
 
The board will move forward with the idea 
and will later get new info. 
 
D) Payment to the kitchen coffer 
through rent (A)(D) 
-V. Rasmus and Jakob 
 
KAB has offered to collect the monthly 
payments to the kitchen boxes through 
the rent. The amount may vary for each 
hall. 
These will be sent to NYKs treasurer and 
distributed to the kitchen coffer responsi-
ble. 
This will ensure that the money will be 
paid each month and no residents move 
out with large arrears. It will probably lead 
to the kitchen coffer responsible having to 
make more transfers than previously. The 
need for this is discussed and a vote is 
taken as to whether it should be imple-
mented. 
 
Benjamin: In stead of collecting receipts In 
NETTO, something like nemlig.com can 
be used and it has had success in my 
kitchen. If you can create a standard 
shopping list and have a list of what you 
want, it would save the treasurer a lot of 
work, this is just an idea to make it easier 
on the kitchens.  
 
The money is sent to NYKs account so 
that each hall gets all the money. Kitchen 
coffer responsible does not have to go out 
and collect the money, but instead it will 
be charged through NYK. If KAB needs 
money for it, it would not be much since 
the same applies to the 30kr per month 
for Net Group. 
 
 
 

Minutes of residents’ council meeting 
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Even though people aren't using the kitch-

en, they must still pay to the kitchen coffer, 

as it is mandatory by law.  

There must of course be made some rules 

about whether, and how often, you can 

change the amount to be paid to the kitch-

en coffer.  

Vote on proceeding with the idea:  

For: 12 Blank: 2 Against: 0  

The Board will proceed with the project 

and you will be informed when a final solu-

tion has been found. 

E) Covering the need for access control 

of the outside doors (A)(D) 

-V. Rasmus og Jakob 

 

The Dormitory's last insurance check has 

resulted in a negative note for lack of ac-

cess to the dormitory's exterior doors (e.g. 

a lock, magnet, intercom, static code, or a 

system like the washing card). The Board 

wishes to clarify the dorm's position on 

this. A vote on continuing with the ques-

tion and finding concrete solutions is taken 

 

Red annotations for the lack of access 

control. 

Tiresome having to unlock every door 

when going through the dorm, there are 

no major problems with burglary. 

Some parts of the dormitory are more ex-

posed than others, but it is not a big prob-

lem and it will be more difficult. 

Johannes: Have had need of a locksmith, 

he said that the doors hung a little and 

they could, in principle, be opened. 

If people are having problems with their 

doors, then head down to Lars Kaj during 

his opening hours. 

 

Should the board proceed with access 

control: 

For: 0 Blank: 4 Against: 10 

The board will not proceed with access 

control. 

 

F) Covering the need for video surveil-

lance and increased lighting of the 

parking lots (A)(D) 

-V. Rasmus og Jakob 

The dormitory's last insurance check has 

resulted in a report about lighting and vid-

eo surveillance of outdoor areas (paths 

and parking spaces). The Board wishes to 

know the residents' position on this. A vote 

on whether the Board should proceed with 

the issue and find concrete solutions to 

video surveillance and / or setup spot w / 

motion sensors and / or increased lighting 

is taken. 

Spotlight on the parking lot JK: there has 

been vandalism and theft of motorcycles, 

it would be a good idea to put it on the 

exposed areas.  

If you want to tinker with a car, you take a 

hood on and cover yourself. You can nev-

er avoid burglary, but preventive 

measures are the best you can do, so that 

the thieves do not choose the places that 

are brightly lid up and monitored.  

 

Vote on splitting it into two separate 

points;  

For: 10 Blank: 4 Against: 0  

The point is split:  

 

Increased lighting if necessary. spots on 

car parks, trails and bike sheds  

For: 4 Abstained: 8 Against: 2  

The board will continue with this.  

 

Increased surveillance of the parking lots, 

bike sheds and so on.  

For: 3 Abstained: 6 Against: 5  

Video surveillance has been outvoted 

G) Replacing the key bearer (O) 

-V. Troels Just Christoffersen, O-7  

I don’t want to be key bearer any longer. A 

new person will need to take over the job. 

Henrik A-32 is the new key bearer 

H) Purchase of locks (O)(A) 

-V. Michael Ford Folkmann, K-43 

Some canoes have been left unlocked, 

DKK 950 for locks and wires 

For: 13 Blank: 1 Against:0 

The Kayak club will be provided with the 

money 

I) Digitizing of TV-channels (D) 

-V. Jakob 

There has been put aside money in the 

Dormitory's budget for 2015/16 to Upgrade 

the TV equipment. I suggest that we use 

some of it to upgrade a number of our 

channels to digital channels. Lars Kaj is 

estimating the price but believes that it will 

be about DKK 3.000 per. channel (not 

NYK money). We are therefore only up-

grading the number of channels neces-

sary. I suggest to upgrade: TV3, TV3 +, 

TV2 Zulu, Channel 4, Channel 5 and 

6'eren.  

Is there need to upgrade any other? 

(Perhaps Discovery or National Geograph-

ic) It has been agreed upon more than two 

years ago to digitize channels, but it costs 

a lot, therefore, there are suggestions for 

the most watched channels. Many will get 

extra expense so it still makes sense to 

keep all the basic channels in analogue, 

but if there is no room for it, analogue 

channels will be excluded. One can possi-

bly buy a converter for TVs that can't re-

ceive digital signals. Discovery and Na-

tional Geographic are desired by multiple 

kitchens. There will be a link to the web-

site where you can possibly buy a box that 

converts analogue signal to digital. 

9. New members and alternates. 

10. Other 

- Camilla H-54: problems with wall colour 

in the kitchens of GH-even, the colour is 

salmon coloured and some boys have 

problems with it and want it to be white. 

Anyone can ask the residents' council for 

money to paint, but it must be done in 

general rather than just for the individual 

kitchen.  

 

- Compressor in the bike shop, the com-

pressor must be handed to Lars Kaj be-

fore something new can happen.  

 

- Rasmus: Contract Expiration all are 

thrown out when their contract expires, as 

confirmed by KAB. There have been one-

case, but the person is in court.  

 

- Jacob Nybrofestival if someone wants to 

be in charge of it, I want to help but won't 

bother doing it alone so if there aren't 

some who join, there will be no Nybrofesti-

val. Ea wants to be in charge of  Nybrofes-

tival this time.  

 

- Lars Kaj: Bike Cleanup on Sunday, there 

has been confusion about the cleanup; it 

is the residents are in charge of clearing 

the bikes up. Remember that there will be 

free drinks and delicious food. 

Next meeting 

The next meeting will take place 

Wednesday, June 3rd. 

Any cancellations must be submitted at 

www.nybro.dk > Residents’ Council > 

Cancel  

at least one day before the meeting 
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Proposal for the new Kældercafé design 

Notice of residents’ council meeting 
Agenda for residents council meeting,  

June 3rd 2015 

1. Moderator and language for the 

meeting 

2. Count voting members 

3. Approval of minutes from last resi-

dent’ council meeting 

4. Approval of agenda 

5. Economy 

6. Announcements 

7. Board meeting 

8. Inward correspondence 

 

A) Outdoor Wi-Fi (D)(O) 

-V. Mikkel Wahlgreen, J-21 

 

The net group is requesting for four 

outdoor WiFi antennas to be installed 

bere for end of July at gable of AB, EF 

and JK for coverage of the 

apartments. We’ve tested the system 

at the heating central with great 

success. The solution will cost DKK 

65.000.– or 60.000.– depending on 

which one we choose. (we’re therefor 

requesting access to the NET 

account). 

 

See the attatched specifications. 

 

A) The Kældercafé is requesting 

money for renovations (A) 

-V. Jakob Jensen, S-06(the 

KælderCafe ) 

 

The Kældercafe  is requestion money 

for renovations. The rooms and most 

of the inventory is worn out after 

their years of use. We’ve made three 

budgets that we want a vote on. 

 

Budget 1: Strictly necessary! 

Total: DKK 96,799.25  

Thereof NYK: DKK 61,435.00  

Network account: DKK 35,364.25  

 

Budget 2: Now we can get a good bar! 

Total: DKK 103,914.25  

Thereof NYK: DKK 68,550.00 

Network account: DKK 35,364.25 

 

Budget 3: Now we can get a really 

cool bar! 

Total: DKK 110,952.25 

Thereof NYK: DKK 75,588.00 

Network account: DKK 35,364.25 

 

We’re aware that it’s a lot of money, 

which is why we hope that you take 

the time to read the atatchments 

9. New members and alternates 

10. Other 

11. Next meeting 

Any cancellations must be submitted at 

www.nybro.dk > Residents’ Council > 

Cancel at least one day before the 
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The spring season is about halfway through, 

and it’s about time to make status for the 

first fourth part of the season.   

A look on the table in the bottom reveals 

that both teams have fought hard. It should 

still be noted that it isn’t a lot that is sepa-

rating the dorm’s team from the competi-

tion, especially not on the men’s side. 

If we start with the women, their team has 

been hit with a lot of injuries, which gives 

reason to the results. It has been hard to get 

enough players, and when you have one or 

no substitutes and someone gets an injury, 

the rest of the match becomes that much 

tougher. During the season’s second match 

was when it went wrong, when a player tore 

the ligament in her knee. This is one of the 

worst possible injuries that results being 

unable to play for more than half a year. As 

if that wasn’t enough, another incident hap-

pened in the next match. At the cup match 

against Egmont, it was the goalie Malea, 

who was hit by the ball in the head with 

such a force that she blacked out and had to 

be picked up by an ambulance. She is on top 

again, but not without a broken nose and a 

bad concussion. Did anyone say that wom-

an’s football needed intensity? Disproven! 

All in all, a bad start to the season for the 

women’s team, who are hoping to be catch-

ing up. 

If we look at the men, the image is some-

what mixed. A look back at the table below 

shows that the men are at the bottom, but 

still very close to the competition. The team 

has played one game less than the competi-

tion, and a victory would be enough to bring 

the team back to 3rd place. 

The results have varied greatly during the 

season. In a training match before the sea-

son, a victory of 2-1 was had against Mor-

bærhaven, who are currently occupying 1st 

place. The same luck was not to be had dur-

ing the first match of the cup, where a rela-

tive equal match resulted in a loss of 1-0. 

When it comes to the score, the team hasn’t 

looked back since. In the two following 

matches they ended up resulting in a total 

score of 9-10.  

The first match was against Regensen and, 

as described in the last issue, it was an in-

tense match. We did however end it with a 

victory of 5-4. The luck changed as next 

match came the week after, which was 

probably nothing but our own fault. Being 

the visiting team against Kagsa  we man-

aged, after just 20 minutes, to be behind 

with a score of 4-0. a very bad start to the 

match, but a start that had its reason. The 

field we were playing on was far away and 

very inaccessible. Multiple of our players 

were therefor late to the game, which is why 

we only had 9 players during the first 20 

minutes. And it cost us dearly.  

When the rest of the team had joined the 

match, the game changed. We started gain-

ing back the control and had a lot of oppor-

tunities, but the precision was lacking. 

Kagsa  was unfortunately able to score an-

other goal just before halftime, expanding 

their lead to 5-0. After halftime, the Nybro 

team was ready for a comeback, and was 

able to score four goals, one after another. It 

was to no help, that Kagsa  was able to score 

their last goal, ending the match at 6-4. 

The month’s last match was a cup match 

against POP. Here, we ended up loosing 2-1, 

a match that was very close, and where Ny-

bro clearly was the better team. A goal from 

the corner and scoring a goal on ourselves 

was enough for POP, who could be said to 

be sharper. 

    Jakob, S-06 

A wobbly course 

Team M P 

Morbærhaven 4 7 

Bergsøe 3 7 

Hjortespring 4 5 

Studentergården 4 5 

POP 4 5 

Regensen 4 4 

Kagså 4 4 

Nybrogård 3 3 

Team M P 

Rigshospitalet 3 9 

Grønjord 3 6 

Nordisk 3 4 

Otto Mønsted 3 4 

Løvinderne 3 3 

PoNyerne 3 0 

Matches June 

30/5 Men vs. POP 

5/6 Men vs. Hjortespring 

21/6 Men vs. Bergsøe 

30/5 Women vs. Grønjord 

7/6 Women vs. Rigshospitalet 



This is the story about Friday, May 

15th, when NETTO’s head office got a 

call and were asked if they would 

sponsor a dinner. A dinner which went 

to the residents, whose building was in 

flames Tuesday night. The answer was 

"Yes, we would like that." 

NETTO showed empathy 

”I have never seen NETTO sponsor any-

thing like this before! But they know their 

costumers, and the worst that could hap-

pen was a no” -Emma, organizer of the  

communal eating Friday night. The list of 

arguments as to why they should sponsor 

the dinner had already been written, but 

was not at all necessary when NETTO 

Engelsborgvej had to be persuaded and 

then when NETTO’s head office had to be 

persuaded as well ”We know that  the 

residents of Nybroga rd dormitory are a 

major costumer in our store” was the re-

sponse from the upper management of 

the store 

The night was crisis counselling 

Many of the residents are still sleeping 

poorly, are frightened by loud noises and 

nauseous at the smell of barbecue. The 

stories of enthusiastic parents who would 

serve delicious barbecue to their evacuat-

ed children were plentiful. It was fortu-

nately in humorous tone  that everyone 

could share the revulsion felt for barbe-

cues and people's irrational reaction and 

impractical choice of shoes and clothes on 

a Tuesday night as the smoke-filled build-

ing and fire alarms rang. 

The majority of residents are studying at 

DTU and have exams hanging over their 

heads.  "I think I am not speaking for just 

myself when I say that I have been very for-

getful since the accident. Many electronic 

devices are broken due to soot damage and i 

thought that having to transfer money 

would be difficult to manage for most of 

those involved. I stood in the dilemma of 

having to pay for 30 people, knowing that i 

would not be getting the money back, or 

having to find another solution. All I knew 

was that the need to gather ourselves and 

be able to share our experiences was huge 

and people are very stressed on all fronts". 

What was the subject of that night? It was 

about Four days after the accident that din-

ner was served, but there was no doubt 

where the focus was. At 3pm, when we were 

on our way to NETTO, the subject of conver-

sation was fire. The shared dinner was 

therefore crisis counselling for many of us 

that night. "This evening actually started 

because of a huge need of my own to see the 

others. In the many hours we waited for the 

fire to be extinguished, we were all together. 

When the fire was extinguished and we 

found out that the building was totally unin-

habitable, we all scattered across Zealand ". 

The Menu 

One thing was certain we would not be hav-

ing a barbecue! It wasn't steaks or a three 

course meal that was prepared when the 

request to NETTO went through. The menu 

consisted of  chicken curry with rice and 

shake and bake cake for dessert. "I had to 

find something that could be made from 

very simple ingredients, especially the cake. 

As I explained to Bent from NETTO's head-

quarters, that we didn’t have any of the es-

sential cooking items to supplement with, 

and we couldn't go and get the collect the 

goods before preparing the food because we 

had no refrigerator. 

NETTO Engelsborgvej 

The entire ST-even and ST-odd needed this 

dinner. The staff of NETTO Engelsborgvej 

was immediately on with the idea, because 

they knew how an important costumer the 

dormitory is. Even the senior manager at 

the head office knew how important we 

were to their store. 

Next time you are shopping in NETTO, say 

Hi from ST-even and ST-odd! 

     Em, S-24  
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NETTO sponsored the fire-dinner 

#huskbrandalamen12052015 

#Vihentermadinettoheltudenatbetale 

#Kyllingikarrymedsalatsovs 

#Fuckfirevispillerstadigvollyiba llugt 
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17 out of 52 of the residents of ST did not 
have a home insurance policy !? Was it 
worth it? To save the insurance away? 
What were those with insurance given 
and did it go for those without it? What 
does an insurance cost anyway? 

NybroTidende talked to residents about 
their assessment of how their company has 
handled the situation and looked at the 
deals you can get out there. 

home insurance policy  

The insurance that covers the contents of 
your room, terrace and kitchen.  

KAB has a private insurance company that 
covers the building, meaning renovation of 
walls, floors and ceiling of our individual 
rooms as well as covering for the for 
resettlement. 

Choose your insurance 

IDA  

Many of the residents have subscribed for 
insurance through IDA. In order to get a 
cheap insurance in IDA you must be a 
member of the IDA study insurance. It costs 
240 kr. Annually. After a quick visit to their 
website we were faced with a bid of $ 0. in 
deductibles and about 600 kr. annually for a 
home insurance policy. Look for yourself: 

https://tilbud.idaforsikring.dk/tilbud 

4 sub group to LB insurance 
The teacher's fire insurance is aimed at 
those  with teaching as their main 

occupation. Bauta Forsikring is for nurses 
and the healthcare sector. Runa Insurance 
offers insurance to FTF and AC groups. FDM 
Insurance caters to members of FDM. Most 
programs have an insurance company more 
or less adapted to their students' needs. Ask 
at your university or contact your union to 
hear what agreements they have. 

On most insurance companies' websites you 
will find pages that calculate what the 
insurance costs from your personal 
information.  

There are also many guides and sites where 
you can fill in your information and then 
contact the insurance companies which can 
meet your requirements and needs for you 
personally. It is recommended. We tried and 
were in two days called by Top Denmark 
and Nykredit who would make an non-
binding offer. The option allows you to start 
to learn about what's out there. 

What they say about 
their insurance company 

Emma, ST-even. Occupational therapist, 
Metropol. Bauta Forsikring. 

"My deductible was 1000 kr. When you think 
about how much I have been given back 
including the peace of mind from having 

someone who took care of it all for me has 
been invaluable. "  

Mads, ST Odd. Production Engineering, DTU. 
Tryg, through IDA.  

"I am very satisfied! My clothes are already 

finished "(in 2 weeks). 

Thomas, ST-Ulige. DTU. Tjenestemændenes 
Forsikring. 

"I am glad that I have insurance cover, but it 
is too early to speak about my insurance 

management. So far they have been good to 
answer back. I have insurance there because 

I got a good deal. " 

Marie, ST-Right. Construction and 
Mechanics, DTU. Tryg, through IDA 

"At first I thought that maybe no assurance 

lived up to my expectations because I heard 

what the others said their insurance had 

done for them. I called in and heard them 

about it.They were very helpful and i was 

subsequently given some of the things others 

had. So all in all I am really happy to have 

insurance with Tryg ". 

Sofie, ST Odd. Digital Design and 

Communication. ITU. ALKA 

"They have been quick to get my stuff to a 
cleaner. I got an amount on the day. I got 

more contact opportunities for them from the 
start and I can definitely recommend ALKA ". 

Accident causes 

No, we still do not know what caused the 
fire. We know that the fire started in a 
kitchen, most likely by the middle oven. But 
we have not received any definitive 
explanation and do not know if we will get it 

WITH INSURANCE 

Rasmus, ST-odd. DTU. Insurance: Tryg, through IDA. 

"I think they have been easy to talk to throughout. When the 

fire started, the appraiser was quickly on the scene and the 

way they handled the matter seemed the best possible pace. 

Injury Service has been a little difficult to work with, but in the 

conditions that Tryg has influenced, I think they have handled 

it very well. 

In relation to resettlement, we were a somewhat left to 

ourselves in the beginning and had even found emergency 

resettlement. We were three who started  staying at 

Postgården, in Lyngby Centrum. The hotel was an emergency 

solution, since we wanted to stay with the others frem the hall 

when we realized that the renovation work would have to take 

several months. The solution was, therefore, in dialogue with 

Tryg, to get mobile homes set up at the Community parking lot 

like the uninsured, which seems to be a good solution. There is 

no set amount of compensation when it comes to soot and 

resettlement, but my impression of Tryg is that they are easy to 

talk to and we are able to find a good solution. " 

WITHOUT INSURANCE 

Antonio, ST-Right. DTU & Mattia, ST-Odd, DTU.  

It is generally the exchange students that have not had a home insurance 
policy, here are two of them: 

Antonio - ”It is not in our culture to have insurance. So I had not really 
considered it. I lived on the first floor so it had not made much difference to 
me in this situation. I even managed to wash my things, all I lost is what I 
had in the kitchen. I am glad I have so many contacts in Lyngby so that I 
have had a place to stay until KAB set up the mobile homes". 

Mattia - ”I do not need insurance, I own nothing at all it has as much value 

as what the insurance would cost. The news of the fire spread quickly. 

Everyone asked if I was okay and if I needed help. A complete stranger from 

PR was going on holiday and lent me her room, and the friends gave my 

"new" clothes ". 

Are you getting insured now? 

Antonio - ”yes, i will probably go and take a look on what is out there”.  

Mattia - "I do not think so, if I have to stay in Denmark for a long time, 

then maybe. It has primarily cost me quite some time! I sat from Tuesday 

to Sunday and dried all my stuff. It cost me about 200 kr. In tools and I 

have spent money on washing of clothes but otherwise I have not had any 

extra expenses. " 
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Do you remember the actress behind Mon-

ica in “Friends”? Courtney Cox. Yup. She 

seems to be making films as well! Cox is the 

director of the movie, even though it isn’t 

her first, I have to admit that I was unaware 

of it before I read about this film. None the 

less, the movie fares quite well. 

The story revolves around the man Ted 

Morgan who, after having lived a tough life, 

is planning to commit suicide. When I’m 

saying a tough life, i mean a really tough life. 

As a boy, everything was joy and laughter, 

until his father suddenly dies. The father is 

all in all to Ted and his great idol! The moth-

er was not able to cope with the situation, 

and while she went down with the flag, Ted 

had become the victim of the school bullies. 

Years of bullying and hardships later, Ted 

finds his true love. After three years of mar-

riage, he finds his wife in bed with another 

man, which becomes the last straw to Ted. 

Nothing in his life has ever been a success, 

and failure after failure has brought him 

completely on the ropes. 

This is why Ted is planning his suicide. Be-

fore taking his own life, he first has to con-

front his enemies with how he feel they’ve 

treated him. This is the journey that the 

movie invites us on. The movie presents 

various sides of Ted’s story, and it is clear 

that Ted develops a lot during the journey. 

As it is with most American movies, perhaps 

especially with this kind of movie, it’s rela-

tively easy to predict how events will tran-

spire. Still, I must say that I was left taken 

away by the movie, because I felt that the 

movie had succeeded in getting its message 

through. 

Are things always as they seem? Is an idiot 

in his school years necessarily also an idiot 

years later? And was there a reason behind 

it? We live in a world where it’s easy to 

judge people for what we think they do, but 

in reality, things are not as simple as we 

make them when we get angry at a person. 

The movie is also brings with it the simple 

answer, to confront your problems, take 

action and you will find that things quickly 

start to make sense. 

Yeah, yeah, that was all very deep, probably 

more than the movie allows. The movie 

would be best watched during an evening 

where you just want to relax while having 

something on the screen, or perhaps a day 

with a hangover. It is however a good feel-

good movie, that doesn’t take a lot to follow.  

3 out of 5 stars from here. 

    Jakob S-06 

Just Before I Go 
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Do you have comments, praise, critique or other 

information, you want included in the newsletter?  

Send us an e-mail:   tidende@nybro.dk 

SPROGHJÔRNET 
Citybois Sprog 

J1:Jee’n: Forkortelse for Jeiner. Hvis man gør 

noget idiotisk som at spilde tomatsovs ud over 

en hvid trøje.  

Pat/un-pat: Forkortelse af psykopat. ”Jeg er så 

pat”. Un-pat, ”Hvis man spilder tomatsovs ud 

over nogle andre, det er un-pat!”.   

Hyy: ”nåå du så hyy, som en lille hundehvalp”. 

Det skrives ”:V ”.  Hvis jeg siger ”du er nok 

lækker i dag, Hy!”– så er du nok ikke lækker i 

dag. 

Maghereta/greta: At være grådig og mega 

nærig. 

Scwencke: Når man har håret tilbage og det 

kører, så er man scwencke. 

Scarlet: Er når man har lavalamper, er total 

80’er, man er klar, man er retro, det er sommer 

er man bare fucking scarlet.  


